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Regrettably, both secularists and numerous evangelical Christians have painted a dark and sinister picture of the religious implications of Charles Darwin’s theory of biological evolution. This has led to a cultural myth that sees him as one of the modern apostles of unbelief. However, the primary historical literature reveals that Darwin was thinking theologically throughout his career and that his reflections were sophisticated. In particular, he dealt with the religious themes of intelligent design in nature, the problem of pain, and Divine sovereignty over the world. Theological insights from Charles Darwin are valuable in understanding the challenges that biological evolution presents to religion.

In his acclaimed best-seller *The Blind Watchmaker* (1986), the inimitable Richard Dawkins writes: “I could not imagine being an atheist before 1859, when Darwin’s *Origin of Species* was published. ... Darwin made it possible to be an intellectually fulfilled atheist.”¹ Today, secularists and many evangelical Christians agree with Dawkins in suggesting that the father of the theory of biological evolution is a chief apostle of modern atheism.² However, is this actually the case? Or is the association of Darwin with unbelief a popular cultural myth that has been thoughtlessly propagated throughout society today?

This paper reviews the central religious beliefs of Charles Darwin and presents evidence from the primary historical literature that deals with his theological reflections on evolutionary theory. To the surprise of many, Darwin not only contributed to science a brilliant theoretical outline for biological origins, but his thoughts regarding the religious implications of evolution are profound and provide valuable insights to theology.

The Early Years (1809–1831)

Charles Darwin was born 12 February 1809 and raised in a comfortable British setting surrounded by a variety of religious and philosophical beliefs.³ His physician father Robert was a “free thinker on religious matters” and at best a “nominal” Anglican.⁴ Darwin’s mother Susannah came from a devout Unitarian family and attended church with her children. Sadly, she died when Charles was only eight years old. Thereafter, his older sisters assisted in raising him and brought him to Anglican services.⁵ Darwin received an education from an Anglican day school, and in his autobiography refers to religious beliefs that are typical of a child. He writes:

I remember in the early part of my school life [1818–1825] that I often had to run very quickly to be in time, and from being a fleet runner was generally successful; but when in doubt I prayed earnestly to God to help me, and I well remember that I attributed my success to prayers and not to my quick running, and marveled how generally I was aided.⁶

As a teenager, Darwin read his grandfather Erasmus’ *Zoonomia*, or the *Laws of Organic Life* (1794–1796), which presented a deistic God creating life through an evolutionary process.⁷ He notes that the book had little effect on him at that time, but believes...
that its positive light on evolution opened the way for serious consideration of this view of biological origins.

After a failed attempt at studying medicine in Edinburgh, Darwin entered Christ College, Cambridge in 1828 to study theology. His intention was not so much religious as practical—his father insisted. Dr. Darwin recognized that his son lacked direction and this way he would at the least receive an education befitting a proper young British gentleman. There is little evidence to suggest Charles had a passionate faith at that point in his life, though he recalls: “I did not then in the least doubt the strict literal truth of every word in the Bible.”

Darwin completed the divinity program in 1831, but decided not to be ordained as a minister. Yet, Cambridge gave him a purpose. He fell in love with science. His views on origins were typical of the early nineteenth century. He accepted that the earth was old, though catastrophic flood events still played a part in geology for understanding various surface features (e.g., gravel beds, erratic rocks, etc.). Darwin was also a progressive creationist, believing in the immutability (unchangeability) of species, and maintaining that God intervened to create life at different points in geological history.

---

Darwin’s view of nature was steeped in the categories of British naturalist-theologian William Paley.

More specifically, Darwin’s view of nature was steeped in the categories of British naturalist-theologian William Paley. His Evidences of Christianity (1794) and Natural Theology (1802) were required reading at Cambridge in the early 1800s, and Darwin claimed that studying these works were the only valuable part of his education. Well known for the watchmaker argument, Paley held that the universe features: (1) Intelligent Design—the beauty, complexity and functionality of nature ultimately reflect the mind of the Creator; (2) Perfect Adaption—each and every detail found in the world fits perfectly in its place; and (3) Beneficence—the creation is very good. Looking back on his career, Darwin recognizes in 1871:

I did not at that time trouble myself about Paley’s premises; and taking these on trust I was charmed and convinced by the long line of argumentation ... I was not able to annul the influence of my former belief, then almost universal, that each species had been purposely created; and this led to my tacit assumption that every detail of structure, excepting rudiments, was of some special, though unrecognized, service.

It is important to emphasize that Paley’s understanding of design is both static and conflated to the notion of perfect adaptability. That is, each and every detail in the world had some specifically designed purpose, with the exception being rudimentary structures such as mammary glands in males. Consequently, there was no room for mal-adapted structures or creatures, especially evolving ones, in God’s good and perfectly ordered creation.

---

The HMS Beagle Voyage (1831–1836)

Darwin boarded HMS Beagle with these assumptions about nature on 27 December 1831. He also came with Christian beliefs and recalls:

Whilst on board the Beagle I was quite orthodox, and I remember being heartily laughed at by several of the officers (though themselves orthodox) for quoting the Bible as an unanswerable authority on some moral point. I suppose it was the novelty of the argument that amused them.

More significantly for the development of his science, Darwin embarked with the first volume of Charles Lyell’s newly published Principles of Geology (1830–1833), which set down the foundations of modern geology. Soon after arriving in South America, his field experience of the region led him to embrace fully uniformitarian geology. Darwin boasts: “I am proud to remember that the first place, namely, St. Jago, in the Cape Verde Archipelago, which I geologised, convinced me of the infinite superiority of Lyell’s view over those advocated in any other work known to me.”

Uniformitarianism did not extend to Darwin’s biology, however. Late in the voyage, he was still an anti-evolutionist, arguing in a perfect Paleyan fashion, that evolution was “a supposition in contradiction to the fitness which the Author of Nature has now established.” Nine months before returning to England, Darwin remained a progressive creationist. He writes: “The one hand has surely worked throughout the universe. A Geologist perhaps would suggest that the periods of Creation have been distinct & remote the one from the other; that the Creator rested in his labor.”

In the last entry of the Beagle Diary, Darwin’s acceptance of intelligent design is obvious:

Amongst the scenes which are deeply impressed on my mind, none exceed in sublimity the [Brazilian] primeval forests ... [for they] are temples filled with the varied productions of the God of Nature. No
one can stand unmoved in these solitudes, without feeling that there is more in man than the mere breath of his body.  

Throughout the famed trip, Darwin believed in a Creator. Not only did nature profoundly impact him by reflecting design, but this God intervened to create life at different points in geological history.

First Period of Religious Reflection (1836–1839)

HMS Beagle docked in Falmouth, England, on 2 October 1836 after a five-year voyage around the world. During the next few years Darwin entered his first period of intense theological reflection. As he recalls: “I was led to think much about religion.” This was also the time that he formulated his theory of biological evolution. To be sure, evolutionary theory has significant religious implications, and Darwin recognized them. In this period he rejected whatever Christian faith he had. Regarding the Old Testament, he reveals:

I had gradually come by this time, to see that the Old Testament from its manifestly false history of the world, with the Tower of Babel, the rainbow as a sign, etc., etc., and from its attributing to God the feelings of a revengeful tyrant, was no more to be trusted than the sacred books of the Hindoos, or any barbarian.

With a growing appreciation for the regularity of natural processes, Darwin also dismissed the New Testament and its record of miracles. In a positivistic fashion, he argues:

The more we know of the fixed laws of nature the more incredible do miracles become ... the men at that time [first century] were ignorant and credulous to a degree almost incomprehensible by us.

Concluding this period, Darwin confesses: “I came to disbelieve in Christianity as a divine revelation.”

Though Darwin rejected the personal God of Christianity, he remained a firm believer in a Creator. More specifically, he renounced theism and espoused deism. During the late 1830s, Darwin outlined a theory on the origin of life, including humanity, that did not require the dramatic Divine interventions of progressive creation, and he based his model entirely on providential natural laws. That is, he envisioned God creating living organisms indirectly through physical processes. Excerpts from his scientific notebooks reveal this distinction in God’s activity:

Astronomers might formerly have said that God ordered each planet to move in its particular destiny — In the same manner God orders each animal with certain form in certain country. But how much more simple & sublime power [to] let attraction act according to certain law; such are inevitable consequences; let animals be created, then by the fixed laws of generation. ... Man in his arrogance thinks himself a great work worthy of the interposition of a deity, more humble & I believe truer to consider him created from animals.

Darwin at this time also began formulating the foundations of evolutionary psychology, and he cast his theory within a theological framework. For example, he argues that a “philosopher” (i.e., natural philosopher, or better “scientist”) errs if he “says the innate knowledge of creator <is> has been/implanted in us (?individually or in race?) by a separate act of God, & not as a necessary integrant part of his most magnificent laws, which we profane in thinking not capable to produce every effect of every kind which surrounds us.”

According to Darwin, not recognizing God’s “sublime power” and the “inevitable consequences” of the “magnificent laws” of evolution was to “profane” the Creator. Clearly, evolutionary theory, as first formulated, was not atheistic.

On the Origin of Species (1859)

During the late 1830s, Darwin scratched out in his scientific notebooks a deistic theory of evolution. But it would take twenty years before he made this view of origins public, and a dozen more years after that before Victorian England would read that humanity was also created through evolution. In November 1859, On the Origin of Species was released, and all 1,250 copies were quickly sold. It included seven unapologetic and positive references to the “Creator.”
Staunchly opposed to the science-of-the-day (progressive creation), Darwin defends:

Authors of the highest eminence seem to be fully satisfied with the view that each species has been independently created. To my mind it accords better with what we know of the laws impressed on matter by the Creator, that the production and extinction of the past and present inhabitants of the world should have been due to secondary causes like those determining the birth and death of the individual.28

Darwin’s rejection of interventionism and his acceptance of providentialism in this passage is clear.29 God creates life, both in the womb and on the earth, through natural laws that he ordained. In other words, Darwin’s view of evolution in the famed 1859 work was teleological.30 This natural process had a goal or final outcome. That is, it had a plan and a purpose rooted in the Creator. Darwin did not embrace today’s popular understanding of evolution (atheistic/dysteleological) of a process run merely by chance and irrational necessity.

**Darwin did not embrace today’s popular understanding of evolution (atheistic/dysteleological) of a process run merely by chance and irrational necessity.**

God’s part in the evolutionary process is further seen in the well-known final sentence of the Origin of Species:

There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers, having been originally breathed into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.31

This passage in the second edition of the Origin in 1860, and right up until the sixth and final edition in 1872, is even more specific. It includes the phrase “originally breathed by the Creator.”32 Interestingly, Darwin somehow fails to recognize his own interventionism in the origin of the first few forms or form of life.33 But the evolutionary laws were definitely God’s laws, and there is even a hint of their revelatory character in that the world created by evolution has a “grandeur” since life is “most beautiful and most wonderful.” Therefore, it is a regrettable myth indoctrinated throughout modern society and evangelicalism that Darwin’s Origin is associated with atheism. Those who have actually read the famed book know that such a belief betrays the historical evidence.34

**Second Period of Religious Reflection (1860–1861)**

Soon after the publication of the Origin of Species, Darwin entered a second period of intense theological reflection. His professional colleagues raised important issues, and he dealt directly with the religious themes of intelligent design, the problem of pain, and Divine sovereignty.

Regarding design, Darwin had a series of exchanges with Harvard botanist Asa Gray, who was one of the first Christians in America to promote evolution.35 In an 1860 letter to Gray, the clash between Paleyan categories and evolutionary theory began. Darwin writes:

> With respect to the theological view of the question. This is always painful to me. I am bewildered. I had no intention to write atheistically. But I own I cannot see as plainly as others do, and as I should wish to do, evidence of design and beneficence on all sides of us. … On the other hand, I cannot anyhow be contented to view this wonderful universe, and especially the nature of man, and to conclude that everything is the result of brute force. … I grieve to say that I cannot honestly go as far as you do about Design. I am conscious that I am in an utterly hopeless muddle. I cannot think that the world, as we see it, is the result of chance; and yet I cannot look at each separate thing as the result of Design. … Again, I say I am, and shall ever remain, in a hopeless muddle.36

Most importantly, Darwin is clearly not an atheist at this point in his career. Of course, “evidence of design … on all sides of us” and “each separate thing as the result of Design” was William Paley still speaking through him. His muddle, pain, and bewilderment over the issue of design can be understood in the light of these categories ingrained in his mind during his Cambridge education.

On the one hand, Darwin’s theory of evolution undermined Paley’s static perfection and adaption in each and every corner of the universe. For that matter, the dynamic evolutionary process was by definition incommensurable with the perfectly designed Paleyan world. As Darwin later wrote: “The old argument of design in Nature, as given by Paley, which formerly seemed to me so conclusive, fails, now that the law of natural selection has been discovered.”37 Yet on the other hand, Darwin continued to experience the impact of nature’s beauty, complexity, and functionality as a scientist; and he sensed what most people perceive—there is some sort of teleological reality behind the world, like a God or Supreme Force.38 In other words, Darwin was trapped between his Paleyan under-
standing of intelligent design and his experience of design in nature. Of course, hindsight is 20-20, and one wonders why Darwin did not consider seriously a view of intelligent design not suffocated by Paley’s strict categories of design in each and every detail of the world.

Darwin also dealt with the greatest challenge to theism—the problem of pain. Concisely stated, why would an all-loving and all-powerful personal God allow suffering in the world? In the same 1860 letter to Gray, he complains:

But I own I cannot see as plainly as others do, and as I should wish to do, evidence of design and beneficence on all sides of us. There seems to me too much misery in the world. I cannot persuade myself that a beneficent and omnipotent God would have designedly created the Ichneumonidae with the express intention of their feeding within the bodies of Caterpillars, or that a cat should play with mice.

Once more, a Paleyan category of nature is evident. Beneficence is everywhere throughout nature. Most feel the weight of Darwin’s complaint. Why would the theistic God allow a wasp (Ichneumonidae) to lay its eggs in a caterpillar, and as these develop slowly, permit them to eat away the host’s internal organs until its death?

In an earlier letter to J. D. Hooker, Darwin was even more explicit regarding the lack of beneficence in the living world. He writes: “What a book a Devil’s chaplain might write on the clumsy, wasteful, blundering low & hideously cruel works of nature!” At a personal level, Darwin was also intimately familiar with pain. Shortly after his HMS Beagle voyage, he contracted a medical condition that saw him suffer bouts of nausea, vomiting, dizziness, chest pains and palpitations for the rest of his life.

Moreover, many modern Darwin scholars speculate the suffering and eventual death of his beloved 10-year-old daughter Annie in 1851 deeply traumatized the famed British naturalist. Indeed, nature was not at all like what Paley had envisioned, and it was only late in life that Darwin came to terms with the pain suffered by living creatures. Finally, Darwin wrestled with the question of Divine sovereignty over the world during his second intense period of theological reflection. In an 1861 letter to Charles Lyell, he writes:

The view that each variation has been providentially arranged seems to me to make Natural Selection entirely superfluous, and indeed take the whole case of the appearance of new species out of the range of science. … It seems to me that variations in the domestic and wild conditions are due to unknown causes, and are without purpose, and in so far accidental; and that they become purposeful only when they are selected by man for his pleasure, or by what we call Natural Selection in the struggle for life, and under changing conditions. I do not wish to say that God did not foresee everything which would ensue; but here comes very nearly the same sort of wretched imbroglio as between free-will and preordained necessity.

Paley’s perfect adaptability again appears in Darwin’s thinking. But more significantly, a non-teleological element is clearly developing in his understanding of evolution at this time. He is considering that biological variations “are without purpose, and in so far accidental.” However, Darwin does not embrace an entirely dysteleological world view. He continues to believe in the existence of God, and he advances a sophisticated theological understanding of Divine sovereignty. The Creator’s foresight ultimately reigns over the evolutionary process.

Variation of Plants and Animals (1868) and Descent of Man (1871)
Many of the theological notions that Darwin expressed in private correspondence during the second period of intense religious reflection later became public in his more important scientific books. In the closing pages of The Variation of Animals and Plants Under Domestication (1868), he is still being influenced by Paleyan notions of nature, but comes to an uneasy resolution by employing his Divine foresight argument. The last sentences of this scientific work conclude:
If we assume that each particular variation was from the beginning of all time preordained, then that plasticity of organization, which leads to many injurious deviations of structure, as well as the redundant power of reproduction which inevitably leads to a struggle for existence, and, as a consequence, to the natural selection or survival of the fittest, must appear to us superfluous laws of nature. On the other hand, an omnipotent and omniscient Creator ordains everything and foresees everything. Thus we are brought face to face with a difficulty as insoluble as is that of free will and predestination.  

Clearly, Darwin still believed in the existence of a “Creator” who was both “omnipotent” and “omniscient.” However, he recognized those features in his evolutionary theory which seemed to point away from a world created by God—“injurious deviations,” “redundant reproduction,” “natural selection,” and “survival of the fittest.” Astutely, Darwin found that the mystery of Divine sovereignty mitigated the challenge of pain in nature.

Unquestionably, Darwin saw the evolution of humans as neither atheistic nor dysteleological. For that matter, this passage could be interpreted as an intelligent design argument. The embryological and evolutionary processes reflect a “grand” picture of nature, pointing ultimately to their Creator.

The Descent of Man (1871), Darwin finally revealed to Victorian England that humanity was part of his evolutionary theory. As noted previously, human evolution was an integral part of his science from the earliest notebooks in the late 1830s. Darwin hinted at it in the famed Origin of Species with his only remark on the subject:

In the distant future I see open fields for far more important researches. Psychology will be based on a new foundation, that of the necessary acquirement of each mental power and capacity by gradation. Light will be thrown on the origin of man and his history.

The Descent of Man offered a theory of evolutionary psychology, which included the evolution of religious belief. Anticipating criticism from religious individuals, Darwin defends:

I am aware that the conclusion arrived at in this work will be denounced by some as highly irreligious; but he who denounces them is bound to shew why it is more irreligious to explain the origin of man as a distinct species by descent from some lower form, through the laws of variation and natural selection, than to explain the birth of the individual through the laws of ordinary reproduction. The birth both of the species and of the individual are equally parts of that grand sequence of events, which our minds refuse to accept as the result of blind chance.

Unquestionably, Darwin saw the evolution of humans as neither atheistic nor dysteleological. For that matter, this passage could be interpreted as an intelligent design argument. The embryological and evolutionary processes reflect a “grand” picture of nature, pointing ultimately to their Creator.

The Autobiography of Charles Darwin (1876)

Darwin’s mature theological views appear in his Autobiography (1876) in a section entitled “Religious Belief.” He deals directly with the classic arguments both for and against God’s existence, and examines these in the light of evolutionary theory. Beginning with the problem of suffering, Darwin argues:

A being so powerful and so full of knowledge as a God who could create the universe, is to our finite minds omnipotent and omniscient, and it revolts our understanding to suppose that his benevolence is not unbounded, for what advantage can there be in the suffering of millions of lower animals throughout almost endless time? This very old argument from the existence of suffering against the existence of an intelligent first cause seems to me a strong one.

But interestingly, Darwin is quick to answer this complaint. In coming to terms with suffering, he defends:

According to my judgment happiness decidedly prevails … all sentient beings have been formed so as to enjoy, as a general rule, happiness … most sentient beings [experience] an excess of happiness over misery, although many occasionally suffer much.

For Darwin, this is not the beneficence-dripping cosmos of Paley, but it is a good world. In particular, life would never have evolved if creatures suffered most of the time. The bite of the ichneumonidae from Darwin’s second period of theological reflection seems to have lost its sting if evolution is viewed from a higher or global perspective. According to Darwin, the problem of pain is not an argument against God’s existence.

The Autobiography then turns to two arguments for God’s existence, and the centrality of intelligent design in each is evident. In the first, Darwin admits to once having what he terms a “religious sentiment.” He writes:

At the present day the most usual argument for the existence of an intelligent God is drawn from the deep inward conviction and feelings which are experienced by most persons … Formerly I was led by feelings such as those just referred to … [and these
led] to the firm conviction of the existence of God, and of the immortality of the soul. In my Journal I wrote that whilst standing in the midst of the grandeur of a Brazilian forest, “it is not possible to give an adequate idea of the higher feelings of wonder, admiration, and devotion which fill and elevate the mind.” I well remember my conviction that there is more in man than mere breath of his body.\textsuperscript{54}

However, Darwin writes-off these experiences as being merely psychological. He claims:

But now the grandest scenes would not cause any such convictions and feelings to rise in my mind. It may be truly said that I am like a man who has become color-blind, and the universal belief by men of the existence of redness makes my present loss of perception of not the least value as evidence.\textsuperscript{55}

From Darwin’s perspective, “religious sentiment” is not an argument for God’s existence.

In the Autobiography’s second argument for the existence of God, a more substantive use of the intelligent design argument is presented. Darwin writes:

Another source of conviction in the existence of God, connected with the reason and not with the feelings, impresses me as having much more weight. This follows from the extreme difficulty or rather impossibility of conceiving this immense and wondrous universe, including man with his capacity of looking backwards and far into futurity, as a result of blind chance or necessity. When thus reflecting I feel compelled to look to a First Cause having an intelligent mind in some degree analogous to that of man; and I deserve to be called a Theist.\textsuperscript{56}

Sensitive Darwin scholars note the present tense of the verb “feel” in the final sentence of this passage.\textsuperscript{57} That is, in 1876, late in his life, Darwin is pressed to look for a “First Cause with a intelligent mind,” and he even argues that being identified as a “Theist” is justifiable.\textsuperscript{58}

But like the previous two arguments, Darwin has a rebuttal. He claims that though this belief in intelligent design was “strong” at the time he wrote the Origin of Species, it “has very gradually with many fluctuations become weaker.”\textsuperscript{59} In particular, he is deeply troubled with this line of reasoning because a “horrid doubt” arises, and he complains:

Can the mind of man, which has, as I fully believe, been developed from a mind as low as that possessed by the lowest animal, be trusted when it draws such grand conclusions?\textsuperscript{60}

According to Darwin, intelligent design in nature appears to be a powerful and rational argument for God’s existence, but in final analysis, it is not trustworthy.

The conclusion Darwin draws in “Religious Belief” from the Autobiography is that arguments either for or against the existence of God are inconclusive. He then confesses: “I cannot pretend to throw light on such abstruse problems. The mystery of the beginning of all things is insoluble by us; and I for one must be content to remain an Agnostic.”\textsuperscript{61}

The Final Years (1876–1882)

Darwin’s agnosticism and fluctuating theological beliefs also appear during the last years of his life. In a letter addressed to James Fordyce in 1879 regarding his beliefs, he writes:

What my own [religious] views may be is a question of no consequence to any one but myself. But, as you asked, I may state that my judgment often fluctuates. ... In my most extreme fluctuations I have never been an Atheist in the sense of denying the existence of a God. I think that generally (and more and more as I grow older), but not always, that an Agnostic would be the more correct description of my state of mind.\textsuperscript{62}

It is important to note that this letter was written only a few years before Darwin’s death in 1882, and he is stating quite explicitly that he has “never been an Atheist in the sense of denying the existence of God.” Therefore, Darwin throughout his professional career never did embrace an atheistic or dysteleological view of biological evolution. Moreover, it follows from this passage that if he has “never been an Atheist” and
“generally, but not always” an agnostic, then there must have been times when he was a “theist,” as he had acknowledged in his Autobiography.

Finally, in the last year of Darwin’s life, the Duke of Argyll raised with him the issue of intelligent design in nature. Writing about this conversation, he recalls:

I said to Dr. Darwin, with reference to some of his own remarkable works on the “Fertilization of Orchids” and upon “The Earthworms,” and various other observations he made of the wonderful contrivances for certain purposes in nature—I said it was impossible to look at these without seeing that they were the effect and the expression of mind. I shall never forget Mr. Darwin’s answer. He looked at me very hard and said, “Well, that often comes over me with overwhelming force; but at other times,” and he shook his head vaguely, adding, “it seems to go away.”

This is an especially fascinating passage. Only six years earlier in his Autobiography, Darwin claimed to have become “color-blind” to the revelatory message in nature, and that “the grandest scenes would not cause any such convictions and feelings to rise in [his] mind.” Undoubtedly, the impact of “the expression of mind” in nature served as a source fueling Darwin’s “not always” belief in a God.

Conclusion and Application

The historical record clearly reveals that Charles Darwin was never an atheist. Throughout his career, the father of modern evolutionary theory gave serious consideration to the religious implications of his science. For that matter, he often integrated these beliefs within his evolutionary theory as seen in his scientific notebooks, private correspondence, and professional publications. In particular, Darwin offers valuable theological insights worth consideration regarding intelligent design reflected in nature, the problem of pain, and Divine sovereignty over the world. Moreover, this brief historical review of Darwin’s central religious beliefs raises some interesting questions for us today.

First, what are we to make of Darwin’s many references to the experience of intelligent design in nature? Should these be written-off merely as his being socially conditioned during England’s religious nineteenth century? Maybe this very common experience is only the stimulation of a set of brain cells, which evolve by chance to provide humanity aesthetic pleasure for the survival of the species. Or was Darwin responding to and affirming the reality of a nonverbal revelation that an Intelligent Mind has inscribed deeply into the fabric of nature (Ps. 19:1–4; Rom. 1:18–23)?

Second, should intelligent design in nature be real, does it necessarily undermine evolutionary theory? As noted, the notion of design was never far from Darwin’s mind throughout his career, yet he gave to science an excellent outline of biological origins. Regrettably, the most vocal support for design today comes from the Intelligent Design (ID) Movement, which promotes a distinctly anti-evolutionary view of origins. Could it be that so-called “ID Theory” is merely an updated version of the long-discredited design categories of William Paley? It is clear that Darwin’s understanding of design was hampered and frustrated by the Paleyan interpretation. Is this also the case today with ID’s purported “scientific” model of design rapidly infiltrating throughout society and evangelicalism? More incisively, is ID Theory a stumbling block, in the fullest Pauline sense (2 Cor. 6:2–3), between competent evolutionary biologists and the God who life created through a design-reflecting evolutionary process?

The time has come to let the historical record speak in order to move beyond the ill-informed myths of Charles Darwin’s religious beliefs and the misunderstood theological implications of the theory of biological evolution.

Finally, what should be taught about Charles Darwin in our public schools? Tragically, a modern cultural myth has demonized the famed British naturalist along with his scientific theory. As fundamentalist Christian and leading anti-evolutionist Henry M. Morris harshly judges: “Satan himself is the originator of the concept of evolution.” But proselytizing atheists like Richard Dawkins are every bit as guilty in fueling Darwin’s purported atheism with their often venomous and tired polemic. The time has come to let the historical record speak in order to move beyond the ill-informed myths of Charles Darwin’s religious beliefs and the misunderstood theological implications of the theory of biological evolution. With our children’s education at stake, who can argue against such a proposal?+
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### Notes


2. It is important to note the difference between the popular and academic approaches to Darwin within evangelical circles. The former conflates his theory of evolution with unbelief. The latter recognizes that a *modus vivendi* exists between evangelicalism and Darwin’s science. See David N. Livingstone, *Darwin’s Forgotten Defenders: The Encounter Between Evangelical Theology and Evolutionary Thought* (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987); and James R. Moore, *The Post-Darwinian Controversies. A Study of the Protestant Struggle to Come to Terms with Darwin in Great Britain and America, 1870–1900.* (Cambridge: University Press, 1979).


7. *ACD,* 49.

8. *ACD,* 57.

9. The term “creationist” carries a variety of nuances and requires qualification. *Young Earth Creation* is the popular understanding of the creationist position. It rejects all the modern sciences dealing with origins and suggests that the world was created in six literal days less than 10,000 years ago and that all of geological stratification was the result of Noah’s global flood. *Progressive Creation* (or Old Earth Creation) accepts the standard geological dating of the earth (4.6 billion years), but rejects biological evolution and maintains that God created life in stages over the eons of time. *Evolutionary Creation* (or Theistic Evolution) asserts that the personal God of the Bible created the universe and life through ordained and sustained evolutionary processes. *Deistic Evolution* (also Theistic Evolution) has an impersonal God begin the evolutionary process, but he never enters the universe thereafter. *Dysteleological Evolution* (or Atheistic Evolution) is the popular understanding of the evolutionist position. It rejects the existence of God and believes that the world evolved entirely by chance and irrational necessity. For an introduction to the origins debate and these categories, see my audio lecture, “Beyond the ‘Evolution’ vs. ‘Creation’ Debate,” at: www.ualberta.ca/~dlamoure/beyond.html. Also see my paper on evolutionary creation at www.ualberta.ca/~dlamoure/3 EvoCr.htm.

10. Concisely stated, Paley argued that if a watch is found in a field, then it is logical to suggest the existence of a watchmaker. So too with nature. Complexity, contrivance, and design are the world point to a Creator with a purpose. See William Paley, *Natural Theology* in Robert Lynam, ed., *The Works of William Paley,* 6 vols. (Edinburgh: Baynes and Son, 1825), IV:1–12.
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Cletus Wessels,
Charles Darwin had some rather good ideas. His most famous is the theory of evolution by natural selection, which explains much of what we know about life on Earth. But he also pondered many other questions. In a hasty letter to a friend, he put forward an idea about how the first life might have formed. Instead, Darwin’s key contribution was to outline a mechanism for evolution: natural selection. The idea is that animals in a species are competing with each other for food, shelter, and ultimately the ability to reproduce. Only the fittest, meaning those who are best suited to their environment, will succeed in reproducing, and so their beneficial traits will be passed on to the next generation and become more common. Although Charles Darwin was on the Galapagos for only five weeks in 1835, the wildlife that he found there inspired him to develop his Theory of Evolution. During Charles Darwin’s nearly five-year circumnavigation of the globe aboard HMS Beagle, he spent only five weeks on the Galapagos Islands. The year was 1835 and Darwin was 26 years old. His discoveries on the islands were paramount to the development of his Theory of Evolution by Natural Selection. On the islands, Charles Darwin discovered several species of finches. Thanks to his close observations, he discovered that the different species of finches varied from island to island. Besides elaborating his thoughts on natural selection, this also helped him in his investigation on the evo Charles Darwin was born 12 February 1809 and raised in a comfortable British setting surrounded by a variety of religious and philosophical beliefs. His physician father Robert was a free thinker on religious matters and at best a nominal Anglican. Darwin’s mother Susannah came from a devout Unitarian family and attended church with her children. Sadly, she died when Charles was only eight years old. Many of the theological notions that Darwin expressed in private correspondence during the second period of intense religious reflection later became public in his more important scientific books. Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution and natural selection isn’t an idea with holes. It’s one of the most solid theories in science. But what exactly is it? Darwin was so embarrassed by the ridicule he received that the swimming-bear passage was removed from later editions of the book. Scientists now know that Darwin had the right idea but the wrong animal. Instead of looking at bears, he should have instead been looking at cows and hippopotamuses. The story of the origin of whales is one of evolution’s most fascinating tales and one of the best examples scientists have of natural selection.